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The European China is located between Lombardy and Piedmont and is 
a perfect network of ditches, streams and small canals ten thousand 
kilometres long. A unique hydraulic system in continental Europe 
watering 235 thousand hectares of fields which produce most of 
European rice. During spring the “rice triangle” between Vercelli, 
Novara and Pavia seen from above looks like a checked sea where 
everything gets reflected: poplars, bell towers, tractors and old 
farmhouses similar to those seen in the 1949 movie “Riso amaro”, 
starring Silvana Mangano and Vittorio Gassman. Rice arrived in 
Italy around the 11th century and was grown in the Lombard wetlands 
by Cistercian monks. Today 4000 farms, approximately fifty midsize 
industries and four leading companies preserve the secrets of 
a trade handed down for centuries from father to son, although 
recently sons are fewer and fewer.



Mortara (Pavia), Italian rice weeders in a
rice field looking for weeds, such as weedy
rice, which take away nutrients from the plant



Trecate (Novara) overlooking rice fields



Cozzo (Pavia), amateur actresses from the local theatre
group “I pulaster e i plison ad cos” disguised as rice

weeders before a performance during a local summer festival



Olevano di Lomellina, different types
of rice exhibited at the Farmers’ Museum 



Castello d’Agogna (Pavia), Michele Marcucci
–worker in a farmhouse producing rice– checking
the water flow in a rice field with his sons



Vercelli, mediators at the Rice Exchange



Mortara (Pavia), a rice
field surrounding the town



Cozzo (Pavia), Cristina Pera, 88 years
old, former rice weeder, trying her old
hat that she used when working in rice fields



Vercelli, mediators at the Rice Exchange



Valle Lomellina (Pavia),
a worker at Curti Riso



Milan, piazza Carbonari, Roberto Fontana is
cooking in his well-known restaurant, ‘I 23 risotti’



Valle Lomellina (Pavia), lorries
unloading rice at Curti Riso



Valle Lomellina (Pavia), the rice
cracker department at Curti Riso



Castello D’Agogna (Pavia), technicians
at work in the laboratory at the Research

Centre of the Rice National Institute. 



Milan, Palazzo Reale, rice
thrown at a newly married couple
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